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Chart 1
Industrial production and retail sales
(moving 12-month average, %)
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The Chinese economy has been booming for years. Developments in both the dome-
stic economy and the foreign trade sector have been very dynamic, also compared 
to most other emerging markets. Signs of overheating could be seen in a number of 
sub-sectors of the economy. Up to October of last year the stock market was clocking 
up record after record, and house prices were rocketing. However, some market 
observers view the year 2008 as a turning point in China‘s economic development. 
Will the lights go out in China after the Olympics? What repercussions are the asset 
price corrections on the stock market and housing sector having? And finally: Is the 
Chinese economy heading for a hard landing? 

1. CURRENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Following last year‘s strong growth of 11.9 %, China‘s economic development 
remained very brisk at the beginning of 2008. In spite of snow storms in the spring 
in southern China, the economy expanded in the first quarter by 10.6 % y-o-y (4th 
quarter 2007: + 11 %). The economy has also notched up a double-digit increase in 
the second quarter, with private consumption in buoyant form. Retail sales were up in 
the first five months by 21 % (y-o-y), and investment continues to soar. Despite the 
weak economic trend in the US, foreign demand has also held its ground well this 
year. 

As tragic as they are for those affected, single events such as the devastating earth-
quake in the Sichuan Province have barely scratched the country‘s economic 
momentum. Sichuan‘s economic strength accounts for only 4 % of the country‘s 
total GDP. And industrial production in this region is of minor significance. By the 
same token, however, the positive implications of the Olympic Games for the Chinese 
economy should not be overstated either. The Olympic host city Beijing is certainly 
benefiting from the construction boom, but otherwise the Olympic Games project as 
a whole is fairly insignificant when viewed in the context of China‘s economic size. 
We therefore do not share the view that domestic demand will collapse in China once 
the Olympic Games are over. Private consumption is dependent first and foremost 
on real wages and disposable income, and these are still rising strongly. But even with 
a marked drop in investment in the Beijing area, this would have few repercussions 
for the overall economy given the share this assumes in Chinese total investment 
of only 3 %. Moreover, the Beijing city authorities had postponed a number of long-
term projects due to the Olympic Games which it can reactivate at a later date.
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2. INFLATION OUT OF CONTROL?

For years inflation in China has remained relatively low, in spite of the buoyant eco-
nomic growth. Among other things, capacity overhangs in the manufacturing sector 
and state regulated prices for petrol, for example, helped keep the lid on inflationary 
pressure. Indeed, five years ago, the ghost of deflation had been doing the rounds. 
However, inflation has picked up noticeably since summer 2007. At 8.7 % in Febru-
ary of this year, inflation reached its highest level in twelve years (but has meanwhile 
eased slightly). The trend was largely attributable to the sharp rise in food prices by 
over 20 %. Prices for meat products have risen the strongest, by 45 %. However, 
there are signs in the meantime that domestic supply in the food sector is picking up. 
Nonetheless, China has already become a net importer of many foodstuffs, with this 
trend expected to intensify in the future.

Last month, the Chinese government unexpectedly jacked up petrol prices substan-
tially. However, the impact on inflation is likely to be limited. For one thing, petrol 
does not take up much weight in the basket of goods and secondly not even 5 % of 
the Chinese population drive cars. Food, on the other hand, accounts for one third of 
the goods basket for the consumer price index. Thus, the inflation rate without food 
is below 2 %. Even the strong wage growth of recent years has failed to spark off any 
major inflationary pressure thanks to corresponding productivity gains in the sub-
sectors of industry. In our view, we will soon have seen the worst of the consumer 
price increases, with inflation turning out lower in the course of the second half-year. 
Next year, in particular, we expect inflation to ease substantially. Inflation risks still 
linger though; but these hinge on the government decision on how to deal with 
state-controlled prices in future. 

3. NO CHANGE IN MONETARY AND EXCHANGE RATE POLICY 

The central bank has tightened the monetary reins further this year. The minimum 
reserve rates for bank deposits were raised in several stages by 300 basis points to 
17.5 %. Lending rates stand at 7.5 % and deposit rates at 4.15 %.  Nonetheless we 
do not believe these measures will be particularly effective, given that borrowing 

Chart 2
Inflation (% change on previous year)
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demand is not particularly interest-rate sensitive. Moreover, higher inflation means 
that real interest rates in China are negative. In other words: credit management 
remains the most important economic and monetary instrument in China. This 
has been very restrictive for a good nine months. Given the ongoing boom in the 
construction sector we do not expect the central bank to allow lending to expand 
more swiftly over the rest of the year.

Since the exchange rate peg was officially jettisoned three years ago, the renminbi 
has appreciated by 18 % against the US dollar. Against the euro and the yen, however, 
it has depreciated in value. Given the high current account surplus and the stong 
inflows of capital, the Chinese currency remains under upward pressure as also 
documented by the continuing rise in currency reserves. The massive interventions 
by the central bank on the currency market have bloated liquidity on the domestic 
money market which the bank is absorbing again after a fashion by issuing so-called 
sterilization bonds. A more flexible exchange rate policy could help ease the situa-
tion. The entire economy could also benefit from the improved terms of trade and 
cushion some of the inflationary pressure. In spite of these obvious advantages, we 
do not expect any significant change in exchange rate policy, least of all at times of a 
marked slowdown in global economic activity as we are currently experiencing. For 
the government, the undervalued currency is a way of supporting the export sector 
and preventing higher unemployment.

4. DIFFICULT ENVIRONMENT FOR CHINA‘S EXPORT SECTOR

For nearly two years now, growth rates of exports in US dollar terms have been gra-
dually declining, in part no doubt also due to the increase in the real external value 
of the renminbi. But expansion remains on a high level as the chart below shows. 
Exporters have managed to elude steeper declines by redirecting export flows. After 
all, exports to the USA in the first half of 2008 climbed by only 6 % whereas the EU 
imported 21 % more goods from China. In 2000 one third of all Chinese goods were 
exported to the USA, but in the meantime this share stands at only just 18 %. Since 
last year, the EU has become China‘s second most important export destination (21 
%) behind Asia. Eastern Europe has also grown in significance, with exports to Rus-
sia rising particularly noticeably by 50 % so far this year. China is managing to cope 
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reasonably well with the drop in demand from the USA thanks to the regional diversi-
fication of its export structure. The strong euro against the US dollar has also certainly 
been of help here. In spite of this success, a global slowdown in economic activity 
and world trade is likely to deal a hefty blow to China‘s export performance. 

An important question is the extent to which Chinese exporters manage to pass on 
the higher production costs to buyers. After long years of stagnation, export prices 
have risen again since mid-2006. Part of the increase is being accompanied by an 
improvement in product quality. On top of this, wages in China have risen notice-
ably in recent years. While the high productivity growth is able to offset a good part 
of the wage increases, it is gradually becoming more difficult for the Chinese export 
industry to cushion rising costs. Otherwise this would mean exporters having to 
accept lower margins. Export companies could additionally relocate their factories 
even further into the hinterland where wages are still far lower compared to the 
coastal regions. Nonetheless we expect the Chinese export industry to be faced with 
competition-related losses on the global market in the years ahead due above all to 
the sharp rise in wage costs.

5. THE BURSTING OF THE SPECULATION BUBBLES

Asia has seen a number of speculation bubbles which burst with a mighty bang. 
The loudest bang came when the Japanese bubble burst nearly 20 years ago on the 
country‘s equity and housing market. Japan had to grapple for more than ten years 
with the consequences of this correction of previous exaggerations. Things develo-
ped somewhat more moderately during the so-called Asian crisis of 1997/98 which 
afflicted most southeast Asian countries and South Korea. But here, too, this was 
followed by harsh real economic adjustments.

Fears of a repetition certainly cannot be simply dismissed. Above all China repea-
tedly comes under suspicion of entertaining asset price bubbles, the bursting of 
which could undermine economic progress.  Why particularly China? Firstly, there 
is not the same degree of transparency in the huge Middle Kingdom as there is in 
other emerging markets, with the information vacuum being filled for its part by 
speculation. Secondly, the galloping economic growth constantly nurtures fears that 

Chart 4
Real exchange rate (REER) and exports 
(moving 12-month average, %)
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the crunch will come sooner or later. And thirdly, there is a dearth of investment 
opportunities and the Chinese financial market is unable to keep pace with the real 
development.

Above all the latter aspect played a pivotal role in the exaggerations seen on the 
Chinese equity market. Up to October 2007 prices on the domestic A-Share market 
surged on average to more than 50 times the profits of the listed companies. For 
one thing, there is a lack of attractive investment openings for private households 
confronted with the prospect of real negative returns on bank deposits. For ano-
ther, only 30 % of the capital stock of the listed companies is traded at the stock 
exchange, the remainder is still in government hands. Furthermore, the Chinese 
have very few possibilities of investing their money abroad given the controls on the 
movement of capital. Thus, high demand clashes with low supply, causing share pri-
ces to soar into unrealistic dimensions.

The inevitable crash then took its course last October. In the meantime, share prices 
are more than 50 % below last autumn’s record highs. But what failed to transpire 
was the crash in real economic development. This should not surprise anyone: for 
the wealth loss accompanying the plunge in share prices does not even reach the 
level of private household savings in a single year. Furthermore, the bulk of savings 
continues to flow into bank deposits, with the share of equities in the financial assets 
of Chinese households not particularly large..

The Chinese real estate market has also had its fair share of overshootings and correc-
tions which, however, – similar to the slide on the equity market described above 
– left economic momentum unscathed, contrary to many forecasts. With housing 
prices having risen strongly in the last two years, above all in the big cities, signs 
of a price correction are emerging again. In Shenzhen, the increase in house prices 
has already fallen sharply this year. In Peking a correction looks inevitable, after 
property prices were sent rocketing as a result of the Olympic Games. At the same 
time, the government‘s measures to prevent overheating are also bearing fruit. The 
government‘s main intention is to limit speculative investments in the real estate 
sector. For example, house buyers are now expected to cough up substantially more 
of the purchase prices (raised from 20 % to 40 %), and foreigners also face greater 

Chart 5
Stock market (Shanghai Composite Index)
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restrictions. Against this backdrop and given the supply glut of recent years, a con-
solidation on the Chinese housing market will most likely be unavoidable in the short 
term.

However, after two years at the most, the situation should have eased up again. The 
residential market accounts for approx. 70 % of the entire real estate market in China. 
And demand for residential property in the country with the world‘s biggest popu-
lation is very high, as private disposable income in the cities is rising steadily and 
because many people are still migrating from the provinces to the prospering coastal 
regions. Moreover, there can be no talk of a property bubble for the whole of China, 
because developments vary greatly from one center to another. All told, consolidati-
on on the housing market will not push the country into the abyss. 

6. NO HARD LANDING 

Since the Chinese economy opened up in 1978, real GDP has expanded on average 
by a good 9 % a year. The rash expansion of production capacities is being made 
possible above all by the high capital formation in China (the domestic savings rate 
currently stands at 50 % of GDP) and by the migration of labor and capital. What is 
more, the country is very attractive for foreign direct investment thanks to its strong 
orientation towards foreign trade. These factors will continue to play a role in the 
longer-term economic development and - compared also to other emerging markets 
– will ensure above-average economic momentum (for a longer-term perspective, see 
our China Study in the publication „Economy & Markets“, March 2008). 

In spite of the altogether positive development, there is no denying the risks current-
ly facing China‘s economy. The entire global economy is being affected by galloping 
energy prices and inflation. A marked slowdown in global trade, above all intra-
Asian trade, will naturally deal a harsh blow to China‘s economy. Although we could 
see no signs of exports swooning in China in the first half-year, a slowdown in export 
growth is on the cards in the second half-year. The current correction of asset prices is 
also likely to leave modest marks in the domestic economy. In particular we expect 
investment in the real estate sector to ease up.

Chart 6
China: Change in house prices (on year earlier)
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CHINA |  Economic indicators and forecasts

2005 2006 2007 2008e 2009f

Domestic economy GDP change in % (real) 10.4 11.6 11.9 10 8.5
GDP (USD bn) 2279.60 2653.48 3258.97 4210.74 5029.36

Inflation in % (annual average) 1.8 1.5 4.8 6.5 4.5
Budget balance in % of GDP** -1.2 -0.7 -1.1 -1.3 -1.5

External sector Merchandise exports 762.3 970 1218 1430 1650
(USD bn) Merchandise imports 628 791 960 1200 1400

Current account balance 160.3 249 366 355 385
Current account balance in % of GDP 7.03 9.38 11.23 8.43 7.65

Net foreign direct investment 67 60 90 110 130
Gross foreign debt 283 320 380 430 480

Short-term foreign debt 135 160 200 250 300
Foreign debt in % of exports* 31.85 28.07 26.61 25.29 24

Foreign debt service in % of exports* 2.92 2.23 1.96 1.76 2
Foreign exchange reserves excl. Gold 822 1070 1530 2000 2400

Import cover in months* 13.01 13.94 16.43 17.08 17.29
Interest rate Time deposit rate (1 year, annual average) 2.3 2.52 3.9 4.5 4.8

Spread (bp, USD, 7 1/2%, 30y, 2027, year-end, 2008: 08/12) 120 49 91 134
Stock market Shanghai B Share index (year-end, 2008: 08/12) 1161 2670 5261 2246  
Exchange rate Year-end (Renminbi per USD) 8.07 7.8 7.30 6.7 6.4

Annual average (Renminbi per USD) 8.19 7.97 7.61 6.9 6.55

* Goods, services and income.                                           e= estimate, f= forecast..

However, the Chinese government will most likely - as it has done in the past –par-
tially compensate the lack of foreign and domestic private demand by activating state 
infrastructure investment, and it should have no problems doing this considering the 
marked increase in government revenues in recent years. China‘s public debt is 
relatively low and the government budget even generated a slight surplus last year. 
What is more, the restrictions imposed on lending could be relaxed at any time. In 
other words: the government is capable of effecting countermeasures in the event 
of a marked economic collapse. And we have no doubt that it will do this given the 
immense social challenges. After all, the country has to create 25 million additional 
jobs each year in order to draw working persons out of farming and the state-owned 
companies. High economic growth and job creation are still top of the priority list 
of China’s political leadership. All told, we expect to see a soft landing. Economic 
growth will ease back to 10 % this year and 8-9 % next, bringing growth rates down 
to a more sustainable level. This slowdown in the Chinese economy will also help 
alleviate commodity prices on the world market.

Growth set to slow but not collapse


